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SUMMARY

Size

1 folder

Geographic Locations

Edinburg, Hidalgo County, Texas

Inclusive Dates

1918

Languages

English

Summary

The collection consists of a 1918 poll tax receipt written to
J.L. Dahnke an abstractor in Edinburg, Texas.
The collection is open for research. If you wish to examine
items in the manuscript group, please contact the Archivist
at 956-383-6911 to make an appointment to visit the
Margaret H. McAllen Memorial Archives (MHMMA)
reading room.
Reproductions must be made from surrogates (microfilm,
digital scan, photocopy of the original held by the Museum
of South Texas History), when available. Only archives staff
may photocopy collection documents.
Researchers assume full responsibility for compliance with
laws regarding copyright, literary property rights, and libel.
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BIOGRAPHICAL/HISTORICAL NOTE
John Louis Dahnke was born April 15, 1888 in Palmer, Texas to Louis and Susan
(Guyer) Dahnke. In 1916 he married Daisy Ethyline Wright, a foster daughter of Joseph
Austin and Hutoka Dodson (Caylor) Newman, in Cameron County, Texas. They had two
children John Louis Dahnke, Jr. and Lois Elaine (Dahnke) McLean. Dahnke died on
February 11, 1978.
Dahnke moved to Edinburg in 1914. In 1916 he moved to Raymondville where he
worked for the Harding Gill Land Company. He later worked for the Hidalgo Guarantee
Abstract Company and Valley Abstract Company in Edinburg. He was one of the signers
of the original incorporation papers for the City of Edinbur in 1919.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE
The collection consists of a 1918 poll tax receipt written to J.L. Dahnke an abstractor in
Edinburg, Texas. On January 30, 1919 he paid a poll tax of $1.75 to the county of
Hidalgo in Texas. The receipt was number 49 and Dahnke voted in precinct number 7.
The receipt was signed by J.R. Alamia the tax collector of Hidalgo.
Dahnke donated the receipt to the Museum in 1972.
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